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I think, without even so much as a conjunctive clause. Now, I offer no solutions

here or whatever we are doing
is the way I like to say it, because it makes me feel like something

is being achieved._______

Student: I take it that off-hand youhhaven't discovered this 40 year period.

Mr. Taylor: No sir, I haven't. No sir, I haven't.

Student: Okay

Mr. Taylor: I have&üggestioion it because you know at heart I am a Biblical

numerologist.

(Laughter and Joking)

Mr.,â,9Ar all, 5 is the number of grace. (Laughter) 29 -

Student: /5 cities!

(Laughter)

Mr. Taylor: Hold on to your chair! Yeah. Well, you know it is a funny thing.

I am often accused of being light-hearted -- too light-hearted when serious

things ought to be discussed, but when you look around, you have ---- I mean -

I don't want anybody to collapse completely. I am just almost ready to stand

on my head to keep it from happening! And tomorrow you will have stryknlne
in the beans! (Laugh) At least you will holding people holding
and thoroughly alert to the circumstances round about them! Milk and

cheese, something like that, on the morrow! And I, of course, institutes

are funny. You don't sleep much. I personally slept about 2 hours Tuesday

night and about 3 hours last night -- the absolute maximum, and Wednesday

night hardly at all. Wednesday night nervous frustration, and I am up working
on the papers, and




menus. (Laughter) So, if I would

for two minutes, I would fall asleep too,

(Laughter)

But, in verse 15 (?) will be the basest kings. Mow, the most humble of

kingdoms, if you would like.) Neither shall it exalt itself. I will.idlmish them

no more. It shall be no more the confidence of the House of Israel. Now, check

this. When was it the confidence of the House of Israel? Well, chiefly in

the days when Nebuchadnezzar -- well, in that period that I sketched before -- chiefly
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